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After six months from 70% to 85% of the infected ones will not be able to spontaneously release the virus. after this period hepatitis virus enters into what is known as "chronic phase". this is when hepatitis c becomes a chronic or long-term infection. the diagnosis is confirmed when over a period of six months hepatitis c of viral rna is detectable on at
least two occasions. a diagnosis of chronic hepatitis c indicates the battle between the virus and the immune system that occurs during the acute stage was finally won by the virus. Now it is highly unlikely that the virus can be deleted without treatment. the way the disease progresses varies significantly from person to person. after many years some
people will have minimal liver damage without scars while others can progress in cirrhosis (large liver scars) within less than ten years. on average it takes about twenty years to develop meaningful liver scars. It is not yet known whether hepatitis and chronic infection inevitably leads to cirrhosis. at the moment it is thought that this is a very
probable result, although for some people it may be necessary at least 50 years or more. may die for other diseases or unrelated conditions before cirrhosis develops. the rate of progression of liver damage can not be determined accurately by the levels of liver enzymes, viral charge or genotype. symptoms and damage to the liver vary dramatically
from person to person. some people will have few, if any, symptoms for many years. while for others symptoms may have quite obvious effects on their health. It was initially thought that the virus only infected liver cells. but recently it became clear that hepatitis also infected parts of the immune system, some blood cells and .oproc .oproc len inagro
irtla eriploc a atteggos acimetsis aittalam anu ¨Ã am ,acitape aittalam anu olos ¨Ã non C etitape'l ehc acifingis ²ÃiC .ollevrec li C causes liver damage mainly in the form of inflammation, which then leads to scars or fibrosis. As the virus affects the various functions of the liver, the liver & hepatitis C is discussed. It is uncertain if the virus kills cells or if
it is the response of the immune system to invasion from the virus. At the moment it is thought that it is probably a combination of the two, but that the response of the immune system is that causes the greatest damage. The death of liver cells triggers the sending of inflammatory cells to the affected area. Inflammation leads to the enlargement of the
liver (hepatomegaly) in over 60% of people infected with hepatitis C and can cause the fibroelasty sheath (Glisson capsule) which surrounds the liver to stretch, which can be the cause of pain in the area of the liver. Inflammation begins the processes that lead to fibrosis. Fibrosis is not a disease, but it is a condition caused by the body's response to
liver damage. The inflammation triggers a reaction from a group of cells in the liver called starry (literally in the shape of a star) or fat cells. When the liver normally works, star cells store fat and vitamin A in the liver. They also help to regulate blood flow through the liver. But when the liver is inflamed by the presence of hepatitis C, a reaction occurs
between different liver cells. This leads star cells to dispense with vitamin A, altering their function. The infected and inflamed liver cells release chemical signals called â € ˜cochineâ € ™. These activate leukocytes (white blood cells) from the outside of the liver traveling in the area of infection. Upon arrival, they join Kupffer cells (specialized white
blood cells that neutralize e Bacteria, viruses, parasites and liver cancer cells) and produce further chemical signals. These cause stellate cells to begin producing and laying down collagen fibres in the extra cellular matrix, which is the area between the cells. Collagen is a fibrous protein which is fundamental to the formation of scar tissue. The
body¢ÃÂÂs use of collagen in an area of injury is an attempt to limit the spread of infection to other cells. As an infection or injury resolves, the collagen matrix enclosing the injury is normally dissolved. The activated stellate cells then die off, allowing the tissue to return to normal. In a chronic illness such as hepatitis C the collagen matrix grows too
fast and cannot be properly dissolved. This results in a build-up of scar tissue around cells. Liver cells lose vital access to the blood carrying nutrients and oxygen and so die. A vicious circle results in which inflammation and fibrogenic cells stimulate each other leading to increased fibrosis. Free Radicals and Fibrosis A further possible cause of
fibrosis is due to damage by free radicals. Free radicals are highly reactive chemical substances. They are the by-product of a cell¢ÃÂÂs normal reactions such as energy generation and the breakdown of fats. During these reactions oxygen is transformed into the free radical superoxide. Normally cells have mechanisms for protecting themselves from
the dangers of free radicals. When too many are generated, or if they are not controlled properly, there is a danger that they will cause cell and tissue damage.Ã Â Free radicals are of concern for people with hepatitis C for a number of reasons:¢ÃÂ¢ÂÃ ÂÃ ÂÃ Â Chronic liver inflammation may lead to over-production of free radicals within the liver.
¢ÃÂ¢ÂÃ ÂÃ ÂÃ Â There is evidence that free radicals play a role in liver fibrosis. Free radicals can chemically alter fat in the body. This is called lipid peroxidation. The free radicals attack the cell membrane and can injure and eventually kill cells. If this happens to liver cells, this will lead to If the liver function is already compromised and this has led
to an iron overload, free radicals can interact with iron causing further damage. Is the liver famous for its ability to regenerate itself, therefore why does not the regeneration of the liver prevents liver damage in hepatitis? In Greek mythology the skill of liver self-healing was exploited by Zeus to punish Prometheus, the god Titan. Zeus, the king of the
gods, ordered Prometheus to be chained to a rock in the Caucasian mountains as a punishment for having stolen the sacred fire from Mount Olympus and sharing it with humanity. Zeus sent an eagle to the rock. During the day the bird caught Prometheus' liver. At night while the eagle slept Prometheus' liver grew so that it was again a tasty fresh
meal for the eagle the next morning. Hepatitis C is generally characterized by a liver degeneration through slow but progressive scars. So why can't the liver be repaid in the presence of hepatitis C? The liver has two responses to harmful agents who are able to damage its cellular structure. Or there is regeneration with the complete restoration of
the structure and the liver function or there are supported scars of the liver tissue that leads to damage. When the liver is damaged by a single strong lesion, regeneration is very likely even if a large area is influenced. But if the injury is repetitive as in the case of hepatitis C infection, the liver cannot be faced effectively. It does not have the time and
space to heal correctly. Photos courtesy: Shapecharge images/E+/Getty we have demanding days full of everything, from dentist's appointments to children's football practices to teleconferences that we can't wait. And while we are used to running from one task to another in one burst to do everything, some of us enilno enilno oiradnelac li evod ¨Ã
otseuQ .otuia oloccip nu aznes onemla - eraf omaibbod ehc ²Ãic ottut eradrocir a iam israutiba non Come in. Often available free of charge, these tools help you maintain your program, stay organized and anticipate better what you need to remember every day to relieve part of the stress that comes from dexterating between a hectic life. Learn how to
get the most out of the free online calendar model you choose by applying these useful tips. Remember one of the fantastic things about using online calendars is that they are full of features that paper planners can not support. One of the most convenient of these is that you can set reminders that will alert you when you have an incoming
appointment, when you need to complete a list task of things to do or at any other time you need further encouragement. A digital calendar can send notifications to your e-mail box or smart device, which is particularly useful to attract your attention if you're immersed in an activity that can let you waste time. If you are still about to choose an online
planner, look for one with this feature. Another great feature of online models is that they are often completely customizable, which means you can choose everything from page layouts to characters to date box colors. This helps things to look tempting if you're going to print some pages, of course, but it also means you can change things to make
sure the model includes everything you need. This is a great advantage over traditional book-style planners who are pre-printed-you can't change what is on those pages. With a digital model, on the other hand, you can easily move rescheduled appointments into new slots without having to delete large text pieces. You can also design the model to
meet your needs.You want to add a small section to each daily column where you can write down the menu plans. Or, maybe you want a page at the beginning of each month in which you can write and keep track of the goals. targets. Calendars allow you to add these and many other functionalities perfectly so that your models are customized to meet
your exact needs. Knowing what to include because there are so many elements that you can add how you are personalizing your model, it can become overwhelming before realizing it. Think about it that you will really use, remembering that you can adapt later. Another useful thing to consider? The ways you should use the model and there you
should actually write. You may be attempted to include everything, but this quickly can eat space on the pages and make things difficult to read. It is better to leave an empty space and write that it is more important, such as appointments, meetings and other events that you know that you will probably forget. It is also a wise idea to write that it is
important for you personally, whether a short note is recorded on how the day went or monitor how many glasses of water you drank. Remember only that you don't have to fill every little empty space, even if you can eliminate some of the text later. Plan to plan while you move throughout the week, the next few days in your program will be filled
with new appointments and tasks. It helps to put aside a block of time on your calendar to manage your list of things to do. It might seem strange to plan planning, but you help you get the most out of your long -term calendar. Before a new week starts - let's say, on Sunday evening - it plans an hour of half an hour to examine that you have to do
during the next few days. Use this time to perfect your program, adding blocks of transition time between meetings and other appointments, so you are not running from one thing to another because all your obligations are timed. This can help you save money appurggar appurggar is ,asuap ni erettem ioup odnauq otaroprocni opmet leuq odneva
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